Comcast Remotes

Remotes change the channels on the Comcast Xfinity cable stations. There are TVs in the student lounge with set channels, periodically SOM changes the station to observe important network broadcasts.

Information

- The Comcast Xfinity remotes are located in the help desk area in the appropriate labeled cabinet.
- If someone would like to change the TV channels in the student lounge they need a remote.
- There are 6 TVs in the student lounge. I labeled each remote, TV, and cable box. All TVs along the Dewitt art wall have cable capability, the TVs along the glass windows are for cnario content controlled by Communications.
- Everything is numbered, the TVs are labeled left to right Comcast1, Comcast2, etc. and match up the remote to the label that is place on the side of each TV mounting bracket. Also each cable box is inside the cabinets black doors that lift up and they are labeled as well.

Also Note

- Jeff Sonnenfeld has Comcast Xfinity in his office as well.
- Xfinity charges go against the SOMIT Infrastructure COA.
- Cafe TV channels can be changed from the MCC. Contact any member of the MCC to request changes.
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